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protection laws and helped bring Everglades Na‐
tional Park into being" (p. 167).
At the conclusion of Death in the Everglades,
McIver implies, however, that it was not Bradley's
death that improved the birds' chances as much
as it was the changing fashions and the efforts of
Gilbert Pearson and the National Audubon Society
on behalf of federal legislation against the impor‐
tation of plumes, a law which would outlaw the
plumes that were sold from Florida via Havana to
Paris and then imported back into the United
States for the millinery trade. These laws passed
in 1913, a little less than five years after the death
of Bradley. The details of the passage of this legis‐
lation are not explained, which leaves the reader
without an important chapter in the saga of bird
protection, not only in Florida, but nationally and
internationally.
Death in the Everglades is written for the gen‐
eral audience with an interest in Florida history
and the history of conservation, and the author
writes a story that is readable, informative and
hard to put down, even for the non-Floridian. Yet
McIver's considerable detailed knowledge of the
intricacies of Florida history leave the environ‐
mental history reader mired in a story that leaves
an important question go begging: how does a for‐
mer hunter become a game warden? Is it because
of a sense of place, a feeling that McIver implies is
an important aspect of Bradley's personality? If
so, why does Bradley become a warden, when
some of his childhood friends remain plume
hunters? While McIver implies that economics
underlie these transformations, insight into these
issues would help illuminate the age-old questions
faced by environmentalists, namely, how to
counter utilitarian arguments against conserva‐
tion. Without answers to these questions, environ‐
mentalism's first martyr will likely have a long list
of followers.
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